Humanitarian Assistance

UCCA delivered essential aid to Horenchy, a village in the hard-hit Bucha Rayon of Kyiv Oblast.

Assistance was delivered to young mothers...
... and to the elderly in need.
UCCA continues to outfit members of Ukraine’s territorial defense
UCCA’s Country Director distributes vital tactical equipment... ...and training & practice continues with UCCA-funded drones.
6th Container of Humanitarian Aid packed and ready to ship!

The UCCA thanks all individuals who volunteered through the Ukrainian Cultural Center in Whippany, NJ. Your contribution to Ukraine’s War Effort by hand packing this 40’ container of desperately needed goods will help save lives.
UCCA donated Medical Supplies reach Chernihiv Regional and Oncology hospitals.
Distribution of life-saving first aid kits (IFAKs) continues...
Supplies and toys from Rachael Ray and UCCA reach Dnipro. Thank you @rachaelray for your support!